Iowa State Fair ... annual photography salon, 2017. by unknown

ENTRIES 
ADULT DIVISION: COLOR 
Class Title Entered Exhibited Percent Ribbons Percent 
1 1 Theme- What's Up? 299 38 13% 8 21% 
12 People 263 56 21% 9 16% 
13 Iowa Places & Landscapes 209 30 14% 8 27% 
14 USA Places & Landscapes 195 29 15% 7 24% 
15 International Places & Landscapes 122 16 13% 6 38% 
16 Things & Still Life 228 39 17% 9 23% 
17 Plants, Flowers & Trees 244 37 15% 8 22% 
18 Animals, Insects & Wildlife 344 75 22% 11 15% 
Totals 1904 320 17% 66 21% 
ADULT DIVISION: BLACK & WHITE 
Class Title Entered Exhibited Percent Ribbons Percent 
21 Theme- What's Up? 61 13 21% 6 46% 
22 People 126 34 27% 8 24% 
23 Places & Landscapes 109 24 22% 6 25% 
24 Things & Sti ll Life 73 16 22% 5 31% 
25 Plants, Flowers & Trees 43 23 53% 7 30% 
26 Animals, Insects & Wildlife 67 18 27% 6 33% 
Totals 479 128 27% 38 30% 
tOUT I DIVISION: BLACK & WHITE OR CO 0 
Class Title Entered Exhibited Percent Ribbons Percent 
31 Theme - What's Up? 54 20 37% 6 30% 
32 People 45 22 49% 7 32% 
33 Places & Landscapes 67 19 28% 5 26% 
34 Things & Stil l Life 62 22 35% 6 27% 
35 Plants, Flowers & Trees 71 23 32% 6 26% 
36 Animals, Insects & Wildlife 56 15 27% 6 40% 
Totals 355 121 34% 36 30% 
SPECIAL DIVISION: BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR 
Class Title Entered Exhibited Percent Ribbons Percent 
41 Anything Goes! 70 18 26% 5 28% 
42 Toned, Tinted & Solarized 59 12 20% 4 33% 
43 Infrared 14 6 43% 3 50% 
44 High Dynamic Range 49 15 31 % 6 40% 
45 Fairs, Festivals & Parades 66 22 33% 6 27% 
46 Planes, Trains & Automobiles 122 44 36% 9 20% 
47 Architecture 91 23 25% 6 26% 
48 Family Farm 71 26 37% 6 23% 
49 Sports 84 25 30% 7 28% 
50 Panoram1c 82 30 37% 7 23% 
Totals 708 221 31% 59 27% 
Entered Exhibited Percent Ribbons Percent 
TOTALS FOR ALL DIVISIONS 3446 790 23% 199 25% 
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ENTRIES BY COUNTY 
COUNTY PHOTOGRAPHERS PHOTOS COUNTY PHOTOGRAPHERS PHOTOS 
Adair 4 13 Johnson 33 119 
Allamakee 1 4 Jones 2 8 
Appanoose 2 8 Keokuk 1 4 
Audubon 1 4 Kossuth 1 2 
Benton 3 12 Lee 1 4 
Black Hawk 17 59 Linn 40 139 
Boone 22 73 Louisa 1 4 
Bremer 2 8 Lucas 3 11 
Butler 3 8 Madison 4 13 
Calhoun 4 16 Mahaska 3 11 
Carroll 4 14 Marion 22 67 
Cass 2 3 Marshall 12 45 
Cedar 3 9 Mitchell 1 4 
Cerro Gordo 4 15 Montgomery 1 4 
Chickasaw 1 4 Muscatine 4 14 
Clarke 1 3 Page 2 7 
Clay 2 6 Polk 514 1622 
Clayton 2 8 Pottawattamie 4 13 
Crawford 2 8 Poweshiek 6 20 
Dallas 43 134 Ringgold 1 4 
Davis 2 8 Scott 5 17 
Delaware 1 4 Shelby 2 5 
Dubuque 7 24 Sioux 1 4 
Fayette 2 8 Story 49 157 
Greene 1 3 Tam a 3 12 
Grundy 2 8 Taylor 3 11 
Guthrie 3 11 Union 16 60 
Hamilton 9 28 Wapello 3 9 
Hardin 9 23 Warren 45 142 
Harrison 4 13 Washington 2 8 
Henry 6 20 Webster 11 38 
Howard 1 4 Winnebago 1 4 
Ida 2 5 Winneshiek 1 4 
Iowa 11 27 Woodbury 4 13 
Jackson 1 1 Wright 1 3 
Jasper 15 48 20 Other States 62 200 
Totals 1064 3446 
4 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
SUPERINTENDENT'S MESSAGE 
78th ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 
I would like to personally t hank our sponsors and our advertisers for their contributions this yea r. Many of our 
awards simply would NOT be possible without the support of our sponsors. The Photography Salon book 
would also NOT be possible without the support of ou r advertisers. The staff at University Photo deserves a 
very special recog nition for donating their time and effort to scan and edit each and every one of the 
199 award winning photographs inside this year's book. 
We had 1,064 photographers enter the competition this year. Of the 
1,064 photographers who entered, 518 (49%) have at least one photograph 
on display. Of the 916 adults who entered, 412 (45%) have at least one 
photograph on display. Of the 148 youth who entered, 1 06 (72%) have at 
least one photograph on display. 
These very talented and creative photographers submitted a total of 3A46 
photographs. Of the 3A46 photographs entered, 790 (23%) were selected 
for display. Of the 3,032 photographs submitted by adults, 639 (21 o/o) were 
selected for display. Of the 414 photographs submitted by youth, 151 (36%) 
were selected for display. 
NOTHING 
COMPARES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AUG • 10~20 ~ ~ 
The Photography Salon continues to be one of the most popular exhibits at the Iowa State Fair. It is also by 
far the toughest competitive event at the fair. The numbers above only give you a brief glimpse into how 
competitive it really is. For photographers to have even one photograph on display is a huge accomplishment. 
Of the 1,064 photographers that entered: 316 (30%) have one photo on display, 134 (13%) have two photos on 
display, 66 {6o/o) have three photos on display, and 2 (.2%) have four photos on display. Congratu lations to Ken 
DePue and Nikolyn McDonald for havi ng all fou r of their photos on display and receiving the Superintendent's 
Merit Award for Photographic Excellence. 
I would like to personally thank ou r three Judges for all their hard work, time and effort. We ended up doing 
13 rounds of judging this year. The judges looked at every photograph that was entered at least three different 
times before making their final decisions. They also looked at every photograph that made it 'In the Show' 
at least twice for a possible award. All their hard work and dedication has resulted in an amazing display of 
photographs. 
Nothing Compares to my dedicated Staff and a host of Vol unteers. It would be impossible to do this each 
year without their help and support. I would also like to thank the Iowa State Fair Entry Department and the 
summer interns who processed alll,064 entry forms. Thank you!!! 
I sincerely hope that you enjoy looking at the incredible 199 award winning photographs inside this yea r's 
781h Annual Iowa State Fair Photography Salon book. 
Have a great time at the 2017 Iowa State Fair! 
Charley W. Starnes, Superintendent 
Iowa State Fair Photography Salon 
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TOP TEN AWARDS 
Best of Show (Adult) 
Best of Color (Adult) 
Best of Black & White (Adult) 
Superintendent's Choice (Adult - Color) 
Superintendent's Choice (Adult - B&W) 
Best of Show (Youth) 
Best of Color (Youth) 
Best of Black & White (Youth) 
Supenntendent's Choice (Youth - Color) 
Su perintendent's Choice (Youth - B&W) 
CLASS AWARDS 
Class 11: Theme - What's Up? 
Class 12: People 
Class 13: Iowa Places & Landscapes 
Class 14: USA Places & Landscapes 
Class 15: International Places & Landscapes 
Class 16: Things & Still Life 
Class 17: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Class 18: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
Class 21: Theme - What's Up? 
Class 22: People 
Class 23: Places & Landscapes 
Class 24: Things & Still Life 
Class 25: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Class 26: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
Class 31: Theme- What's Up? 
Class 32: People 
Class 33: Places & Landscapes 
Class 34: Things & Still Life 
Class 35: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Class 36: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
Class 41: Anything Goes! 
Class 42: Toned, Tinted & Solarized 
Class 43: Infrared 
Class 44: High Dynamic Range 
Class 45: Fairs, Festivals & Parades 
Class 46: Planes, Trains & Automobiles 
Class 47: Architecture 
Class 48: Fam1ly Farm 
Class 49: Sports 
Class 50: Panoramic 
TOTAL AMOUNT AWARDED 
OUR SPONSORS 
SPONSOR 
Chnst1an Photo, Urbandale 
University Photo, Clive 
Studio Au, Des Moines 
Alexander's Photo, West Des Moines 
Lombardi Law Firm, West Des Moines 
Photo Pro, Cedar Rap1ds 
Apple Haus Bed & Breakfast, South Amana 
H.B. Leiserowitz Company, Des Moines 
Des Moines Camera Club, Johnston 
DMACC Photography Program, Ankeny 
SPONSOR 
Need Sponsor* 
Bob Brown Auto, Urbandale 
The Iowan Magazine, Des Momes 
Bill Trickey & Vicky Stout, Osceola 
Iowa Sister Sta tes, Des Moines 
The Camera Corner, Davenport 
Clarke County Development Corporat1on, Osceola 
Fort Dodge Area Camera Club, Fort Dodge 
Need Sponsor• 
Dot's Gallery & Frame Shop, Des Moines 
Hlensphotos by Harlen Persinger, Grundy Center 
Ray Andrews Memorial, DMCC, Johnston 
Beattie Melon Patch, Iowa State Fair 
Imagination Images of Iowa, Grimes 
Need Sponsor* 
Beecher Family Trust, Box Elder, SO 
The Iowan Magazine, Des Moines 
Linn Area Photo Club, Cedar Rapids 
Shalla Family Reunion, Iowa City 
Patricia Verwers Lang Memorial, Des Moines 
Sherrylynn Photo, Runnells 
Amy Doerring Photography, Newton 
Stev1n Dahl - Gold Crown Photography, Ames 
Shalla Family Reunion, Iowa City 
Mardis & Leona Collins Memorial, Truro 
Fenner H. Steverson Memorial, Boone Scenic Railroad 
American Institute of Architects, Des Moines 
Silos & Smokestacks, Waterloo 
National Sprint Car Hall of Fame & Museum, Knoxville 
PhotoSynthesis, Ames 
$500 
$250 
$250 
$150 
$150 
$250 
$150 
$150 
$100 
$100 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$150 
$150 
$150 
$150 
$150 
$150 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$225 
$8,350 
NOTE: The dollar amounts listed in the Class Awards 1s the total of the prize money paid out to the First Place, 
Second Place. and Third Place winners in each class. 
SPONSORSHIP: For tnformat1on about becom1ng a sponsor, contact the Iowa State Fa1r Entry Department at 
(515) 262-3111 ext. 267 or ema1l compet1tiveevents@iowastatefair.org . 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
SALON JUDGES 
Clint Balsar 
Clint Balsar is a Visual and Communication/Media Arts Teacher for The Creative Arts Academy of the Quad 
Cities located in Davenport, lA. Clint has been teaching photography for more than 20 years. He currently 
teaches photography at Davenport Central High School in Davenport, lA. Balsar teaches photography through 
a partnership with The Creative Arts Academy, which is a fine arts program within the Davenport school 
system. The Creative Arts Academy leases a dedicated photography studio space in downtown Davenport 
especially for their photography students. During his time at Davenport Central High School, Clint has helped 
several students achieve national awards. 
Balsar received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Art Education from Iowa State University in Ames, lA. His Master 
of Arts degree in Education, with an emphasis in Teaching and Learning with Technology, is from Ashford 
University in Clinton, lA. Clint is an Adobe Certified Expert and Certified Instructor in Adobe Photoshop CC. 
In addition to teaching photography, Clint also owns and operates Balsar Photography and Design. His 
photographs have been displayed and received awards at both the local and national levels. Balsar is inspired 
by photography because of the vast options you have to communicate a concept, emotion, or observation 
from within the constrained space of the frame. 
Crayola England 
Crayola England is a Senior Photographer for August Home Publishing Company in Des Moines, lA. Crayola's 
photos have appeared in more than a thousand different magazines and books. Her passion for photography 
began in school when a darkroom was installed at Grinnell Junior High School in Grinnell, lA. Photography 
gave England an avenue to express her creativ ity. She quickly became the school photographer capturing 
sports and specia l events for the school newspaper. Crayola obtained her Associate of Applied Art degree in 
1985 from Hawkeye Institute of Technology in Waterloo, lA. 
England's first professional photography job was as a commercia l photographer and assistant to five other 
photographers in Minneapolis, MN. Crayola later moved to Phoenix, AZ to work for award winning advertising 
photographer Rodney Rascona. While working for Rascona, she took photos for several major companies such 
as Audi of America, Kodak, and Dillard's. England's photography repertoire also includes family portraits, senior 
portraits, band covers, and even a celebrity wedding in Los Angeles, CA. Crayola's photographs have also been 
displayed in several community art shows and online. She loves photographing objects that most people pass 
by without even noticing. England instinctively knows how to capture the qualities of light and composition of 
her subjects. 
Rodney White 
Rodney White is a Senior Staff Photographer for The Des Moines Register in Des Moines, lA. Before joining 
The Des Moines Register, Rodney worked for the Press-Citizen in Iowa City, lA. White first started taking photos 
when he was in junior high school after getting a film darkroom kit through the Sears and Roebuck cata log for 
Christmas in 1978. Rodney's first professional job was at the Marion County News in Pleasantvi lle, lA when he 
was a student at Pleasantville High School. While attending college at the University of Iowa in Iowa City, lA on 
a music scholarship, White worked for The Daily Iowan. He was awarded Newspaper Photographer of the Year 
by the Iowa Press Photographers Association. 
Since joining The Des Moines Register, White has received awards from the National Headliners Awards, 
the Associated Press Managing Editors, and the Atlanta Photojournalism Convention. He is also an Em my 
nominated and award winning videographer. Rodney has photographed several political conventions, NCAA 
football bowl games, NCAA basketball tournaments, the Summer Olympics, and even the Super Bowl. He has 
also traveled to China to cover Iowa's business interests and even to Afghanistan to cover the deployed Iowa 
National Guard troops. Many of White's photographs have also appeared in Time magazine, The New York 
Times, Sports Illustrated, Businessweek, and USA Today. 
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BEST OF SHOW SPONSOR 
THE EQUIPMENT AND KNOW-HOW 
Whether it's film p rocess1ng, photo restoration, memory card recovery, sensor cleanmg, ordenng prints online, or adv1ce 
on your next camera purchase, the 1magmg expert s at Chnst1an Pho to have t he equipment, and t hey know how to use 1t. 
CAMERAS - LIGHTING - ALBUMS - PRINTS - CLASSES - BAGS - CANVAS - SERVICE 
Canon TAmRDn SONY lhiDkTANI( 
KELLY MooRE cl11 GoPr. o ~~• x-rite SEKONIC .. 
':I' · ·- - ~~ Manft'otto Nikon 
50322 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Best of Show 
BESTOFSHOW 
Rise · Tess Ware· Waterloo, lA 
78TM ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 9 
Best of Color 
BEST OF COLOR 
Tw1sted Beauty · Wil Abeling · West Des Moines, lA 
10 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Superintendent's Choice 
SUPERINTENDENT'S CHOICE 
Peggy's Cove, NS ·Amy Mueggenberg · Marion, lA 
78™ ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 11 
CLASS 11 • Theme- What's Up? 
FIRST PLACE · I Saw The Light · Krister Strandskov ·Des Moines, lA 
12 201710WA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 11 • Theme- What's Up? 
SECOND PLACE· Looking Down & Seeing Up · Pam McDowell · Ames, lA 
THIRD PLACE· What The Grasshopper Saw · Chuck Miller ·Green Island, NY 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 13 
CLASS 12 • People 
FIRST PLACE · A Journey Begins · Tim Jensen · Missouri Valley, lA 
14 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 12 • People 
SECOND PLACE· Reverie · Deb Shoning · West Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Spring Umbrella · Jon Musgrave · Johnston, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 15 
CLASS 13 • Iowa Places & Landscapes 
• 
FIRST PLACE· Electric City · Justin Rogers· West Des Moines, lA 
16 201710WA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 13 • Iowa Places & Landscapes 
SECOND PLACE· Old Threshers Consulting · Mark Gromko ·Iowa City, lA 
THIRD PLACE · The Falls · Travis Biggs · Cedar Falls, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 17 
CLASS 14 • USA Places & Landscapes 
FIRST PLACE · Snowy Southwest · Robert Franks · Pleasant Hilt lA 
18 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 14 • USA Places & Landscapes 
SECOND PLACE· Shoreline Details - Kauai, Hawaii · Josh Kaiser · Urbandale, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Under The Bridge · Sarah Becker · Grimes, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 19 
CLASS 15 • International Places & Landscapes 
FIRST PLACE· Black Brook Sunrise - Cape Breton · Mark Gromko · Iowa City, lA 
20 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 15 • International Places & Landscapes 
SECOND PLACE· Bow Lake · Stephanie Coffman · Granger, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Crazy Victoria · Mark Beecher · Box Elder, SO 
78n~ ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 21 
CLASS 16 • Things & Still Life 
FIRST PLACE· Pile Of Shells · Shari Miller · Polk City, lA 
22 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 16 • Things & Still Life 
SECOND PLACE· Barbed Wire · Gary Hoard · Madrid, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Skates · Kirk McVey · West Des Moines, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 23 
CLASS 17 • Plants, Flowers & Trees 
FIRST PLACE· Dreamy Dew Drops · Bree Onna Spradling · Patterson, lA 
24 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 17 • Plants, Flowers & Trees 
SECOND PLACE· Twins · Kelly Chamberlain · West Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Sunlit Grass · Lisa Oelke · Van Meter, lA 
78rH ANN UAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 25 
CLASS 18 • Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
• 
FIRST PLACE· Rainy Day Afternoon · Allen Kurth · Bellevue, NE 
26 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 18 • Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
SECOND PLACE· Newborn Napping· Justin Rogers · West Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Happy Gecko · Nikolyn McDonald · Papi llion, NE 
78TM ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 27 
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CLASS 11 : Theme -What's Up? 
Abeling, Brian 
Chamberlam, Kelly 
Darnielle, Barbara 
Ewoldt, Christian 
Thomas, Shane 
CLASS 12: People 
Giese, John 
Newcomb, Crystal 
Safris, Lynn 
Thompson, Kenneth 
Trager, Larry 
Ware, Tess 
CLASS 13: Iowa Places & Landscapes 
Beron, Enc 
Kephart, Kyle 
Mohr, Amanda 
Mott, Ryan 
Zeller, John 
CLASS 14: USA Places & Landscapes 
Cantrell, Enc 
Fogle, Kim 
Janke, Ellen 
Vogel, Kathanne 
CLASS 15: International Places & Landscapes 
Delaney, Ann 
Fogle, Kim 
CLASS 16: Things & Still life 
Earles, Barb A 
Lohner, Jay 
Messer, Jenmfer 
Rider, Christma 
Rodriguez, Shannon 
Rowe, Suzie 
CLASS 17: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Brchan, Rodene 
Henry, Marla 
Low, Scott 
Rider, Aaron M. 
CLASS 18: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
Burson, Enc 
Gremer, Michael 
Kacmarynski, Pam 
Kashyap,Sudhanva 
McClanahan, Mary 
Pephirom, Sack 
Ritland, Rachel 
Staff, Katie 
Honorable Mentions 
Brian Abeling 
Kelly Chamberlain 
Ba rbara Darnielle 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Christian Ewoldt 
Shane Thomas 
John Giese Crystal Newcomb 
Lynn Safris Kenneth Thompson 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 29 
Honorable Mentions 
Tess Ware 
Eric Beron 
Amanda Mohr 
Kyle Kephart 
30 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
John Zeller 
Ryan Mon 
Kim Fogle 
Eric Cantrell 
Ellen Janke 
Katharine Vogel 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 31 
Honorable Mentions 
Ann Delaney 
Kim Fogle Barb A. Earles 
Jay Lohner 
Jennifer Messer 
32 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Christina Rider 
Shannon Rodriguez 
Suzie Rowe 
Rodene Brchan 
Marla Henry 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 33 
Honorable Mentions 
Sconlow Aaron M. Rider 
Eric Burson Michael Greiner 
Pam Kacmarynski 
34 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Sudhanva Kashyap Mary McClanahan 
Sack Pephirom 
Rachel Ritland 
Katie Staff 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 35 
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Living History Farms 
12th Annual Photography Day 
Come join more than 1,000 photographers for the largest photography event of its kind in the Midwest. 
Des Moines area professionals will be on hand to help you finally get all those photography questions 
answered. More than 70 free photography classes will be offered throughout the day. 
Industry representatives will be in attendance from Benro, BlackRapid, Bowens, B+W Filters, Canon, 
DJI Quadcopters, ExpoDisc, Expolmaging, Gary Fong, GoPro, IIford, lnduro, lnterfit, Joby, Kelly Moore, 
Limehte, Lowepro, MeFOTO, Nikon, Niss1n, Op Tech, Peak Design, Phottix, PocketWizard, ProMaster, Rogue, 
Sekonic, Sigma, SKB, Sony, Tamron, Tenba, and Think Tank will also be in attendance. 
Simply pay the price of gate admission to attend. Purchase your ticket online at 
www.livinghistoryfarms.org/photographyday 
Saturday, September 16 
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
living History Farms 
11121 Hickman Road, Urbandale, Iowa 
G 
HISTORY FARMS 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Sony 
Authorizrd 
Dralrr 
(X7 Series cameras 
lX6300 
MIRRORLESS INTERCHANGEABLE-LENS CAMERA 
2017 Sony Electromcs Inc All nghts reserved Sony, rts logo and the Sony 
OC logos are trademarks of Sony Corporat1on Sony IS not respons1ble for 
photographic, typographic or system errors. 
RX Series cameras 
lX6500 
MIRRORLESS INTERCHANGEABLE-LENS CAMERA 
o .• ._ c; .... ...... .....,.. ......... Q ..... . ........ ... 
CHRISTIAN PHC>TC> 
I 
J 
Best of Black & White 
BEST OF BLACK & WHITE 
Medicine Bow Mountains · Tim McAdam • Fairfax, lA 
38 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
78rH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 
Superintendent's Choice 
SUPERINTENDENT'S CHOICE 
Java Joe's • Ken DePue · Grimes, lA 
39 
CLASS 21 • Theme- What's Up? 
FIRST PLACE· Come On Down · Jim Grace · Albany, MO 
40 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 21 • Theme - What's Up? 
SECOND PLACE · 67 By 3 · Jacklin Stonewall ·Ames, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Steel Webbing · Trevor Toy· Homestead, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 41 
CLASS 22 • People 
FIRST PLACE· Blessed · Tess Ware · Waterloo, lA 
42 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 22 • People 
SECOND PLACE · Myanmar Cigar · Amy Doerring ·Newton, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Helping Grandpa · Anna Steenson · Des Moines, lA 
7~H ANNUALPHOTOGRAPHYSALON 43 
CLASS 23 • Places & Landscapes 
FIRST PLACE · Strait Of Magellan · Bill Case · Iowa City, lA 
44 2017 IOWA STATE FAI R 
CLASS 23 • Places & Landscapes 
SECOND PLACE · Veiled· Mike Amfahr ·Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Ahmedabad, India · Dean Teeter· Urbandale, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 45 
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CLASS 24 • Things & Still Life 
,t l 
. f 
~ 
1 I l 
FIRST PLACE· Ellis Island Hospital NY · Dwight Tomes · Grimes, lA 
201710WA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 24 • Things & Still Life 
SECOND PLACE· Rustic Outside, Refined Inside · Ken DePue · Grimes, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Tic Toe · Larry Trager· Grimes, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 47 
CLASS 25 • Plants, Flowers & Trees 
FIRST PLACE· Maple Leaf Detail · John Ryan · Des Moines/ lA 
48 201710WA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 25 • Plants, Flowers & Trees 
SECOND PLACE· White Carnation · Kelly Weber · West Des Moines, lA 
/ 
---/ ,. 
THIRD PLACE· Seed Pod · Michael Hiatt· Des Moines, lA 
78™ ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 49 
CLASS 26 • Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
FIRST PLACE· Pretty Boy Floyd In Love · Charlene Pearson Ferguson · Otho, lA 
so 201710WA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 26 • Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
SECOND PLACE· Bison In Rut · Terri Dermody · Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Sea Bears · Eric Williamson · Des Moines, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 51 
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CLASS 21 : Theme -What's Up? 
Herr, Patnoa 
Kutz, Ke1th 
CLASS 22: People 
Earles, Barb A. 
Gmdt, Alexander 
Greiner, M1chael 
Johnson, Marilyn 
Pearson Ferguson, Charlene 
CLASS 23: Places & landscapes 
Abbin, Shane 
Cantrell, Eric 
CLASS 24: Things & Still life 
DePennmg, Rod 
Young, Chnstma 
CLASS 25: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
DePue, Ken 
L1vmgston, Brandl 
Rothfus, Gary 
Vogel, Katharine 
CLASS 26: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
G1lds, Larry 
Headley, Larry 
Punelll, Greg 
Honorable Mentions 
Patricia Herr 
Keith Kutz 
Barb A. Earles 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Charlene Pearson Ferguson 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 
Alexander Gindt 
Marilyn Johnson 
Michael Greiner 
Shane Abbitt 
53 
Honorable Mentions 
Eric Cantrell 
Rod DePenning 
Christina Young 
Brandi Livingston 
Ken DePue 
54 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Gary Rothfus Katharine Vogel 
Larry Headley 
• 
Larry Gilds 
Greg Punelli 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 55 
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Capture the Heart of 
ICA 
PHOTO CONTEST 
Presa;mzg & Slwrmg 
Amertca's Agrtcultura/ Story 
in a 37-counflr Rt')111lll 
. . 
of Nortlzea:;,t Iowa. 
~ 
--------~ -----------------r II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FREE Monthly Drawing Coupon 
Prize: Portrait Photo Session (1 to 3 hrs) 
I 
: One winner selected each month July 2017 1 
I I through August 2018. 1 I 
I 
I 
I 
Suggested uses: High School Senior 
Photos, Sports, Family Portraits, Pets, 
Engagements, Corporate Head Shots, 
Fashion Model Portfolios, Etc. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 Submit your name, email and phone to: : 
I 
I 
I info@GoldCrownPhotography.com 
I 
I 
I 
: All who enter contest will receive an email : 
1 
newsletter with photo tips and specials I 
1 offered throughout the year. 
I 
I 
I Sign-up Today. .. _______ _ _ 
----------------~ 
GOLD CROWN 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
SOPHISTICATED CLASSIC PORTRAITS. 
www.GoldCrownPhotography.com 
Phone (515) 451-3000 
Stev1n Dahl- Professional Photographer 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Rockbrook Camera 
Great Photography Begins Here 
Nikon. canon KELLY MOORE RODE 
• c t o,•owe~ 
OLYMPUS 
• Go Pro 
··HOIO.···· SONY FUJ:FILM 
SIGMA 
TAm Ron 
\IiTENBA [Zj SEI\II\IHEISER (D. tarn rae:· ~ pro master" "'4.~~ 
Full Service Photo Lab 
Order Online 24/ 7 at rockbrookcamera.com 
Pro Finish Prints 
Wallets 
Posters & Collage Prints 
Mounted Prints 
Presentation Prints 
Canvas Prints 
Metal Prints 
Wood Block Prints 
Framed Prints 
Photo Books 
Ca rds & Stationary 
Calendars 
Drinkware 
Keepsakes 
Omaha, NE 
108th & Center I 402-397-1171 
168th & W Center 1402-691-0003 
Lincoln, NE 
70th & Pioneers I 402-488-4200 
Shop 24/7 at rockbrookcamera.com 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 
Photography Classes 
The purchase of the camera is only the beginning to a relationship 
with Rockbrook Camera. We believe in giving our photographers 
the best service to give them the best results - starting with education. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS with every camera purchase! 
HDR & Bracketing 
Portrait 
Sports 
Macro 
Landscape 
Composition 
Real Estate 
Digital Black and White 
Wildlife Photography 
Studio Lighting 
Rockbrook Camera 
Great Photography Begins Here 
57 
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Youth Exhibitors 
The number in parentheses indicates the number of photos that each Youth Exhibitor has on display. 
The number of asterisks indicates the number of awards they received. 
1. Abeling, Came- Age 1 5 (3) * 37. Hoffner, Alex- Age 1 5 (2) 73. Rayburn, Addison -Age 1 0 (1) 
2. Adams, Taylor - Age 12 (1) 38. Hoksbergen, Hailey - Age 14 (1) * 74. Redenius, Ally- Age 15 (1) 
3. Ahrens, Tyler- Age 14 (1) * 39. Honts, Savannah - Age 17 (2) 75. R1co-Gomez, Alex- Age 16 (1) 
4. Bindel, Jenna - Age 18 (1) 40. James, Leo Serg1o- Age 10 (1) 76. Rico-Gomez, David -Age 18 (1) 
5. Borg, Megan - Age 14 (2) * 41. James, Leonora - Age 17 (1) 77. Rima, Ben- Age 15 (1) * 
6. Broderick, Vivian- Age 17 (2) 42. Johnson, Jadyn - Age 10 (1) 78. Ronca, Bryanne- Age 18 (2) * 
7. Bryner, Oliv1a - Age 14 (2) 43. Jotzke, Aviva - Age 14 (3) - 79. Scholten, Tori- Age 17 (1) ... 
8. Carter, Lindsey - Age 17 (1) 44. Juhl, lzibelle - Age 10 (1) 80. Schumacker, Madison - Age 14 (1) 
9. Charis-Carlson, L'Engle- Age 12 (1) 41 45. Kamp, Charlie- Age 14 (1) 81. Sengstock, Avery- Age 5 (1) 
10. Cirligel, lsabela- Age 11 (1) * 46. Keenan, Delaney - Age 13 (1) 82. Severseike, Morgan - Age 14 (1) 
11 . Conley, Logan - Age 15 (3) * 47. Kirsner, Elizabeth - Age 17 (1) * 83. Shellenberg, Nick - Age 17 (1) 
12. Corwin, Parker- Age 18 (1) 48. Knapp, Tyler - Age 16 (1) 84. Short, Ethan- Age 15 (1) 
13. Crow, William - Age 16 (3) + 49. Koopal, Aaron - Age 17 (2) * 85. Sleep, Faith -Age 17 (1) 
14. Dale, Magg1e- Age 1 7 (2) * so. Linn, Betsy - Age 18 (2) 86. Sm1th, Kara- Age 16 (2) 
1 5. De Bruin, Kara - Age 18 (1) 51. Long, Grace - Age 16 (3) ** 87. Smith, Lexi - Age 15 (1) 
16. De Pond, Parker - Age 16 (1) 52. Lynch, Morgan - Age 18 (1) 88. Smith, Noah- Age 18 (2) 
17. Derr, Emma - Age 12 (1) 53. Mackin, Kayli- Age 17 (1) 89. Snow, Anika- Age 14 (1) 
18. Dickerson, Grace- Age 17 (1) 54. Madson, Anna - Age 14 (1) 90. Songer, Grant- Age 15 (2) * 
19. Driscoll, Brock - Age 1 7 (2) * 55. Martinek, Allison - Age 17 (1) 91. Stover-Wright, Ella -Age 12 (2) -
20. Durbala, Jessica - Age 17 (1) 56. McCoy, Gabby - Age 15 (1) 92. Suetsugu, Sean- Age 17 (3) * 
21. Ed Ieman, Dana - Age 17 (1) 57. McCue, Hannah - Age 15 (2) 93. Sullivan, Cara- Age 16 (3)"' 
22. Ellis, Sarah- Age 16 (1) 58. McGraw, Madison - Age 11 (1) 94. Teig, Nicholas - Age 17 (1) 
23. Flora, Makayla- Age 18 (1) 59. McGrew, Mason - Age 18 (2) 95. Tobey, Andrew- Age 16 (3) * 
24. Fort, Cooper- Age 13 (1) 60. McLarnand, Barbara - Age 16 (1) 96. Tubbs, Julia- Age 15 (1).,.. 
25. Fort, Morgan - Age 10 (2) * 61. Merida Seifer, Alexa - Age 18 (1) 97. Vanden Bosch, Madi - Age 10 (1) 
26. Fraaken, Lauryn- Age 16 (1) 62. Miller, Ashton - Age 11 (1) 98. Vanden Bosch, Sophia- Age 5 (1) 
27. Frederick, Avery - Age 1 0 (1) 63. Miller, Kellen - Age 13 (2) ** 99. Vanden Bosch, Will- Age 8 (1) 
28. Frederick, Cameron- Age 6 (1) * 64. Morgan, Carter - Age 13 (1) 1 00. Vosen, Kyanna- Age 12 (1) 
29. Frederick, Lauren - Age 9 (1) + 65. Mudlaff, Jonah - Age 16 (2) 1 01 . Wed more, Madison - Age 16 (1) 
30. Frueh, Olivia- Age 16 (1) ... 66. Oelke, Bethany - Age 12 (1) 1 02. Wh1tehead, Theo- Age 13 (3) + .. 
31. Golbuff, Samantha- Age 16 (1) ... 67. Oliver, Robert - Age 1 0 (1) 1 03. W1cks, Jake- Age 14 (2) * 
32. Grochala, Knstm -Age 15 (3) ** 68. Oosterhuis, Jared - Age 13 (1) * 1 04. Williams, Alexis- Age 15 (2) • · 
33. Hagen, Emmett- Age 1 2 (1) * 69. Oosterhuis, Katie - Age 14 (2) 1 OS. Yordanoff, Haley - Age 18 (1) 
34. Hailing, Wyatt - Age 18 (1) 70. Pearson, Mackenzie - Age 13 (2) 1 06. Youngw1rth, Hannah - Age 16 (2) 
35. Halstead, Tnstan -Age 14 (1) 71. Penman, Danica- Age 10 (1) .. 
36. Heeren, Mandy- Age 18 (1) 72. Polich, Natalie- Age 1 7 (2) 
201710WA STATE FAIR 
Best of Show 
BEST OF SHOW 
Just Wondering· Tori Scholten · Urbandale, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 59 
Best of Color 
BEST OF COLOR 
Self Portrait· Megan Borg ·Johnston, lA 
60 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Superintendent's Choice 
SUPERINTENDENT'S CHOICE 
Red, White & Sky · Theo Whitehead · Des Moines, lA 
78rn ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 61 
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Best of Black & White 
I #. 
. ~ .. 
• • 
BEST OF BLACK & WHITE 
Lines • Kellen Miller · Polk City, lA 
' ~ . 
•• 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 
Superintendent's Choice 
SUPERINTENDENT'S CHOICE 
Too Close· Kellen Miller · Polk City, lA 
63 
CLASS 31 • Theme- What's Up? 
FIRST PLACE · At The Top · ~Eng le Charis-Carlson · Iowa City, lA 
64 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 31 • Theme- What's Up? 
SECOND PLACE· 11/uminarium ·Tyler Ahrens · Adel, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Flag Look Up · Emmett Hagen· Derby, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 65 
CLASS 32 • People 
FIRST PLACE· Heritage · Andrew Tobey · Clive, lA 
66 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 32 • People 
SECOND PLACE · Yes! Yes! Yes! · Kristin Grochala ·West Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Moment Of 1//umination · Grace Long · Sheldaht lA 
7SrH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 67 
CLASS 33 • Places & Landscapes 
FIRST PLACE· Over The Rocks · Kristin Grochala · West Des Moines, lA 
68 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 33 • Places & Landscapes 
SECOND PLACE· Shattered Reality · A viva Jotzke ·Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Morning Fog · Ella Stover-Wright · Des Moines, lA 
78TM ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 69 
CLASS 34 • Things & Still Life 
FIRST PLACE· Climbing Express · Cameron Frederick · Waukee, lA 
70 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 34 • Things & Still Life 
SECOND PLACE· Canoes · Ben Rima · Nevada, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Hooked On A Memory · Jake Wicks · Johnston, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 71 
CLASS 35 • Plants, Flowers & Trees 
FIRST PLACE· Crimson Leaves Falling· Alexis Wi ll iams · Cedar Falls, lA 
72 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 35 • Plants, Flowers & Trees 
SECOND PLACE· Flower From My Mom's Tree· Lauren Frederick · Waukee, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Tulip Row · Jared Oosterhuis · Des Moines, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 73 
CLASS 36 • Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
FIRST PLACE· Quacklings · Carrie Abeling · West Des Moines, lA 
74 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
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CLASS 36 • Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
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SECOND PLACE · Playtime· Elizabeth Kirsner · Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Hungry Babies · lsabela Cirligel · Des Moines, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 75 
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CLASS 31 : Theme -What's Up? 
Koopal, Aaron 
Tubbs, Julia 
CLASS 32: People 
Golbuff, Samantha 
Williams, Alex1s 
CLASS 33: Places & Landscapes 
Frueh, Oliv1a 
Sullivan, Cara 
CLASS 34: Things & Still Life 
Crow, Wilham 
Long, Grace 
Whitehead, Theo 
CLASS 35: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Conley, Logan 
Hoksbergen, Halley 
Ronca, Bryanne 
CLASS 36: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
Dale, Maggie 
Suetsugu, Sean 
Honorable Mentions 
Aaron Koopal 
Julia Tubbs 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Samantha Golbuff 
Alexis Williams 
Olivia Frueh 
Cara Sullivan 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 77 
Honorable Mentions 
William Crow 
t 50¢ I 
Theo Whitehead 
78 
Grace Long 
.. 
Logan Conley 
201710WA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Hailey Hoksbergen 
Bryanne Ronca 
Maggie Dale 
Sean Suetsugu 
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We See The Best Picture. 
the Camera Cor 
Photo Outfitters • Still and Video Imaging Specialists 
New & Used Cameras, Lenses & Accessories 
Studio Lighting & Equipment 
Film and Digital Photo Prints & Printing Supplies 
Framing 
• Specialty Printing 
• Video, Slide & Print to Digital Transfers 
• US & Foreign Passport Photos 
• Photo Classes 
3523 Eastern Avenue • Davenport lA 52807 
(563) 391-6851 
Shop & Order Prints 
Online! 
www.thecameracorner.com 11 i:J l1l.e us on Facebook 
www thecameracorner com facebook. comrrheCameraCornerlnc 
.... ~. 
TAM RON Nikon .• •. t ~ ; pro mas er 
~·,lt 
FUJ:FILM canon SONY 
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2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Fo 
1ns. 
'N 
Sti 
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tn 
Ds 
lo 
th 
~n 
For those who find 
inspiration everywhere, 
who switch between 
stills and video without 
missing a beat, who want 
the look only a full -frame 
DSLR can achieve and who 
· love sharing their shots, 
the 0750 is the tool to 
unleash your artistry. 
All Nikon products mclude N1kon Inc. USA lim1ted warranty ©2017 Nikon Inc. nikonusa.com 
CLASS 41 • Anything Goes! 
FIRST PLACE · Beyond The Room · Nikolyn McDonald · Papill ion, NE 
82 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 41 • Anything Goes! 
SECOND PLACE · The Legend Of El Gato ·Jacob Fiscus· Carroll, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Of' Red Ford · Jeff Oakley · Audubon, lA 
78TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY SALON 83 
CLASS 42 • Toned, Tinted & Solarized 
FIRST PLACE· Smokin' Metal Curlicues · Patricia Foster · Urbanda le, lA 
84 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 42 • Toned, Tinted & Solarized 
SECOND PLACE · Going Places · Sharon Scarff · Wayland, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Darkened Glow · Joe Countryman · Des Moines, lA 
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CLASS 43 • Infrared 
FIRST PLACE· Watkins FD · Ron Meyer· Cedar Rapids, lA 
86 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 43 • Infrared 
SECOND PLACE· Strata · Jerry Ranch · West Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE· El Capitan · Craig McCue · Urbandale, lA 
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CLASS 44 • High Dynamic Range 
FIRST PLACE · Mammoth Hot Springs · Evan Knapp · Richardson, TX 
88 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 44 • High Dynamic Range 
SECOND PLACE · Don't Give Up· Karen Collins· Des Moines, lA 
THIRD PLACE · Abandoned Schoolhouse · Rusty Murl · Indianola, lA 
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CLASS 45 • Fairs, Festivals & Parades 
FIRST PLACE· Sky Glider · Gary Hoard · Madrid/ lA 
90 201710WA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 45 • Fairs, Festivals & Parades 
SECOND PLACE· Kung-Fu Staring Contest· Robert Burger· Branford, CT 
THIRD PLACE· The Sousaphonist · Krista Long · Des Moines, lA 
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CLASS 46 • Planes, Trains & Automobiles 
FIRST PLACE· Steam Engine #6 · Tamara Becker · Mount Pleasant lA 
92 201710WA STATE FA IR 
CLASS 46 • Planes, Trains & Automobiles 
SECOND PLACE· Wear Your Helmet!· Diane Michaud Lowry · Ames, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Shores OfLake Atitlan ·Dawn Johnson · Indianola, lA 
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CLASS 47 • Architecture 
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FIRST PLACE · EMC Contrast · Michael Hiatt · Des Moines, lA 
94 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 47 • Architecture 
SECOND PLACE· Good Bones · Barb A. Earles · Urbandale, lA 
THIRD PLACE. Hopperstad Stave Church Replica · Rodene Brchan · Lincoln, NE 
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CLASS 48 • Family Farm 
FIRST PLACE· Windmill Lights · Jim Grace· Albany, MO 
96 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 48 • Family Farm 
SECOND PLACE· Penned · Bennet Goldstein · Dubuque, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Hay! We're Planting! · Rachel Ritland · Radcliffe, lA 
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CLASS 49 • Sports 
FIRST PLACE · Heartbreak · Krista Long · Des Moines, lA 
98 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 49 • Sports 
SECOND PLACE· Hurdler's Pain · Terry Van Oort ·Ankeny, lA 
THIRD PLACE· Celebration! · Evan Sayles · Waukee, lA 
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CLASS 50 • Panoramic 
FIRST PLACE· Reflection Of Eight Acorns · Shari M iller · Polk City, lA 
SECOND PLACE· Highway Sunrise · Josh Kaiser · Urbandale, lA 
100 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
CLASS 50 • Panoramic 
THIRD PLACE· Tuscan Sunset · Bob Hartung · Bettendorf, lA 
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CLASS 41 : Anything Goes! 
Dnscoll, Brock 
Miles, Jr., Ron 
CLASS 42: Toned, Tinted & Solarized 
Penman, Dan1ca 
CLASS 44: High Dynamic Range 
Carroll, Theresa J. 
Playle, David 
Shade, Kyle 
CLASS 45: Fairs, Festivals & Parades 
Carter, Teresa 
Gander, Cra1g 
Good, Mary Ann 
CLASS 46: Planes, Trains & Automobiles 
Bates, Debb1e 
Fort, Morgan 
Havens, Dan 
Kerr, Elizabeth 
Nahas, Debbie 
Teeter, Dean 
CLASS 47: Architecture 
Grillo, Paul 
Van Oort, Terry 
CLASS 48: Family Farm 
Hoeger, Doug 
Johnson, Marilyn 
Songer, Grant 
CLASS 49: Sports 
Abb1tt, Shane 
Abehng,Bnan 
Rahto, Robert 
R1edemann, Trevor 
CLASS SO: Panoramic 
Beron, Enc 
McDonald, Nikolyn 
Taber, Jennifer 
Honorable Mentions 
Brock Driscoll 
Ron Miles, Jr. 
2017 10WA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Theresa J. Carroll 
Danica Penman 
David Playle 
Kyle Shade Teresa Carter 
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Honorable Mentions 
Craig Gander Mary Ann Good 
Debbie Bates 
Morgan Fort Dan Havens 
104 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
Debbie Nahas 
Elizabeth Kerr 
Dean Teeter 
Paul Grillo Terry Van Oort 
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Honorable Mentions 
Doug Hoeger 
Marilyn Johnson 
Grant Songer 
Shane Abbitt Brian Abeling 
106 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Honorable Mentions 
--- --- . 
Trevor Riedemann 
Robert Rahto 
Eric Beron 
Nikolyn McDonald 
"'--
Jennifer Taber 
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• STUDIO and LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHY 
• NEW, USED and VINTAGE FILM CAMERAS 
• RENTALS- Cameras, lenses, and lighting 
• PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES and PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 
• FILM and DIGITAL, ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS , PRINTING , 
RESTORATION and so much more! order prints online@ 
alexandersphoto.com 
11 3 Fifth Street PH QTQ Historic Valley Junction • WDM • 515-288-6888 
APPLE HAUS BED & BREAKFAST 
r 1 f >t r ( r HP~t t ( r '(( Jtt I 
Grand Opening: September 16, 2017 
Photo Contest & Sunset Blues Concert 
Details: applehausbb.com 
~ 
Discover Iowa Architecture 
Equitable n 
Building .. 
9 801 Grand 
9 Ruan Center 
AlA A free public resource. 
Learn about award-winmng Iowa archtlecture. Iowa create lours. and explore your surroundings. 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
... 
... 
THE lOW AN magazine believes in sharing the 
work of Iowa's best fine artists such as that of 
Spirit Lake artist Jack Rees, above (featured in the 
May I June 201 5 issue}. 
Sharing these stories is why we're a longtime sponsor 
of the Iow a State Fair Fine Art Exhibition. Each 
summer we look forward to viewing an inspiring 
collection of art that seems to get better every year. 
In each issue of THE lOW AN we feature dozens of 
Iowa's finest arts and cultural events and institutions, 
along with people, places and experiences. We 
aim to inspire your work, expose you to unique 
articles and expand your travel. 
Pick up your complimentary copy of THE lOW AN at 
the Fine Art Exhibition information table. We think 
you 'II like what you see. 
Subscribe at. 
iowan.com 
Follow us on lnstagram. 
lnstagram.com/The Iowan Magazine 
Like us on Facebook. 
facebook.com/Thelowan 
the people. th e pl aces. th e stori es. the life. 
® 
proudly 
published by ~ euss printingm 
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2018 ENTRY RULES 
HOW TO ENTER 
Entry Rules and Entry Forms will be available online at www.iowastatefair.org by April1, 207 8. Read 
next year's Entry Rules carefully. There may be additional changes in the entry rules and deadlines. 
ENTRY RULES 
1. JURIED COMPETITION: Only those photos selected by the panel of judges will be exhibited. 
2. ELIGIBILITY: Photos previously exhibited at the Iowa State Fair are NOT eligible for entry. 
3. ORIGINALITY: Photographers must use their own ideas and concepts when creating their photos. 
Do NOT copy, duplicate, or replicate the ideas of other photographers or previous winners. 
4. ENTRIES: Each photographer can enter up to four photos. There is a limit of one photo per class. 
5. CLASSES: Classes are determined by the main subject matter of each photo. The same photo or similar photo 
CANNOT be entered in multiple classes. To increase your chances of being exhibited, your photos should 
be of entirely different subjects. 
6. EDITING PHOTOS: The Iowa State Fair photo competition is about the art of Photography NOT Photoshop. 
7. PHOTO BACKING: All photos must be mounted on 11 "x 14" foam core or gator board that is at least 1 /8" thick. 
Exception: Photos in the panoramic class must be mounted on 7" x 20" foam core or gator board that is 
at least 1 /8" thick. Do NOT use mat board or styrene! (NOTE: It is highly recommended that photos be 
dry mounted. Availab le at most art supply stores and frame shops.) 
8. PHOTO SIZE: Photos can be any size up to and including 11 "x 14': but must be mounted per Rule #7. 
9. ENTRY: Your name, photo title, date of photo, and other text must NOT appear on front of entry. 
10. MATS: We judge your photo NOT the mat. Mat colors should NOT compete with your photo. 
11. TITLES: We judge your photo NOT the title. Please limit titles to three or four words. 
12. CAMERAS: We judge your photo NOT what you took it with. Photos can be taken with any camera, 
cell phone, or tablet. 
13. PRESENTATION: All photos must be unframed. There should be NO hooks or w ires attached to the back of 
entries. Do NOT cover entry with cellophane, acetate, or glass. There shou ld be NO spray adhesive or 
self-stick adhesive exposed that could damage another person's photo. 
14. REPRODUCTION: Iowa State Fair reserves the right to reproduce in any form any work submitted. 
15. LOSS OR DAMAGE: Photos will be handled with care. However, the Iowa State Fair is NOT responsible for any 
loss or damage to entries. 
16. QUESTIONS: Please contact the Iowa State Fair Entry Department at (515) 262-3111 ext. 267. 
NOTE: Any photo that does NOT meet the above requirements will NOT be judged. Entry fees will NOT 
be refunded. 
ENTRY SCHEDULE AND ENTRY DEADLINE 
ENTRY FEE: $5 per photo. (Maximum of four photos.) Make checks payable to the Iowa State Fair. 
ENTRIES ACCEPTED: Saturday, June 16 and Sunday, June 17 from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00p.m. in the 
Cultural Center at the Iowa State Fairgrounds. 
ENTRY BY MAIL: Do NOT mail before Monday, May 21. Entries by mail must be postmarked by midnight on 
Saturday, June 9. To enter by mail you must include your entry form, entry fee, and photos in the same package. 
For standard mail, send to: Iowa State Fair, Photography Salon, P.O. Box 57130, Des Moines, lA 50317. 
For UPS or Fed Ex, send to: Iowa State Fair, Photography Salon, 3000 East Grand Ave., Des Moines, lA 50317. 
ENTRY DEADLINE: Any photos received after 4 p.m. on Sunday, June 17 will NOT be judged. 
JUDGING RESULTS 
RESULTS: A results postcard will be mailed to entrants two weeks before the Photography Salon Reception. A list 
of exhibitors who have one or more photos accepted for display will be posted on the Iowa State Fair webs1te 
at www.iowastatefair.org prior to the Reception. The complete results will be posted after the Reception. The 
judges' deosions are final. 
PHOTOGRAPHY SALON RECEPTION 
LOCATION: Cultural Center, Iowa State Fairgrounds 
DATE: Sunday, August 5 from 1:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m. 
CEREMONY: Award Ceremony at 2:00 p.m. 
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
2018 TIPS FOR ENTERING 
SUPERINTENDENT'S COMMENTS 
It is NOT the judges' responsibility to pick out your best baby, people, dog, cat, bird, frog, flower, barn, building, 
landscape, or sunset photo. Photographers need to pre-judge their own work and submit only their best photo 
of each subject matter. The entry rules clearly state that the same photo or similar photo CANNOT be entered 
in multiple classes. Photos that are the same or similar will be rejected. 
This entry ru le was created to help increase NOT decrease your chances of getting in the show. During the 
first round of thirteen rounds of judging, all four of your photos are lined up together in front of the judges. 
To increase your chances of being exhibited, your photos should be of entirely different subjects. Another 
huge mistake is trying to copy or duplicate the ideas of other photographers or previous award winners. 
TIPS FOR ENTERING 
• Show us the world as we have never seen it before! 
• Composition! Composition! Composition! 
• Learn the Rule of Thirds. Do NOT always put your main subJect in the center. 
• What is your main subject? If the judges CANNOT tell, it is out of the show. 
• Is your main subject in focus? If it is out of focus, it is out of the show. 
• Watch for background distractions. Look carefully around your main subject before taking your photo. 
• Do NOT always have your main subject (people, dogs, cats, etc.) stare directly into the camera. 
• Do NOT copy or duplicate the ideas of other photographers or previous award winners. 
• Do NOT submit photos that are similar in nature. Enter photos with different subject matters. 
• Do NOT keep taking photos of the same old landmarks. The judges have seen them before. 
• Do NOT keep entering the same o ld classes every year. Challenge yourself! 
• Do NOT fall in love w ith your photograph! 
• The judges know absolutely nothing about your photo and the story behind it. 
• The judges are looking for photographs NOT snapshots! 
• The judges are looking for photographs NOT vacation photos! 
• The judges do NOT like to see photographs that are too staged or set up. 
• The judges CANNOT see your photo for all the hot pink, red, orange, purple, and velvet mats. 
• The judges CANNOT judge what they CANNOT see. Your photos should be at least B" x 1 0" or larger. 
• Your goal is to make at least one of the three judges wish that they were the photographer. Dang Factor! 
• Change your ang le of view. See the world from a different viewpoint. Get off your feet! 
• Change your lens. See the world from a different perspective. Take off your favorite lens! 
• Image quality is lost if you always crop in Photoshop. Get closer. Crop tighter. Crop with your lens! 
• If your horizon is NOT level, it is NOT in the show. Buy a grid screen or use the feature on your camera. 
• Buy a vertical grip or rotate your camera to fit your subject. Do NOT suffer from horizontal's disease! 
• Buy a circular polarizing filter for your lens. Learn how and when to use it. 
• Do NOT over-sharpen or over-saturate your images! 
• Color calibrate your monitor at least once a month! 
• Black & White photos should be Black & White NOT Black & Blue. 
• Use a good photo lab or make sure you have a high quality home printer. Print quality is everything! 
• Learn how to see the light. Photography is all about the light! 
• Learn about film speeds, shutter speeds, and apertures. 
• Learn how to control your depth of field by changing your aperture. 
• Learn about the light metering patterns inside your camera and how to use them. 
• Learn about white balance. Learn how to create a custom white balance inside your camera. 
• Learn how to operate your camera. Read the owner's manual and/or learn about it on You Tube! 
• Using the smallest JPG setting means you will get more photos on your card and less photos in the fair. 
• Run film/pixels through your camera. The more you shoot the better you will get! 
• Give yourself assignments. Spend a day, a week, or a month shootmg for j ust one class. 
• Take a class or join a local camera club! 
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2018 DIVISIONS & CLASSES 
CLASS INFORMATION 
Each photographer can enter up to four photos. There is a limit of one photo per class. Classes are determined 
by the main subject matter of each photo. The same photo or similar photo CANNOT be entered in multiple 
classes. Photos that are the same or similar will be rejected. To increase your chances of being exhibited, your 
four photos should be of entirely different subjects. 
ADULT DIVISION: COLOR 
Class 1 1: Theme - Music 
Class 1 2: People 
Class 1 3: Iowa Places & Landscapes 
Class 14: USA Places & Landscapes 
Class 15: International Places & Landscapes 
Class 16: Things & Sti ll Life 
Class 17: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Class 18: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
ADULT DIVISION: BLACK & WHITE 
Class 21: Theme - Music 
Class 22: People 
Class 23: Places & Landscapes 
Class 24: Things & Sti ll Life 
Class 25: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Class 26: Animals, Insects & Wi ld life 
YOUTH DIVISION: BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR 
Class 31: Theme - Music 
Class 32: People 
Class 33: Places & Landscapes 
Class 34: Things & Still Life 
Class 35: Plants, Flowers & Trees 
Class 36: Animals, Insects & Wildlife 
SPECIAL DIVISION: BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR 
(Open to both Adults and Youth) 
Class 41 : Anything Goes! (For dramatically computer enhanced or radically altered photos only.) 
Class 42: Infrared, Toned, Tinted & Solarized (All Infrared, sing le toned, tinted, and solarized photos.) 
Class 43: High Dynamic Range (All HDR photos must be entered in this class.) 
Class 44: Fairs, Festivals & Parades (Any photos where people come together to celebrate an event.) 
Class 45: Planes, Trains & Automobiles (Any form of transportation. Do NOT stand on railroad tracks.) 
Class 46: Aerial (Photos must be taken from a drone, airplane, helicopter, hot air balloon, parachute, etc.) 
Class 47: Architecture (Examples of American and International architecture, both past and present.) 
Class 48: Family Farm (Examples of living, working, playing, and way of life on a family farm.) 
Class 49: Sports (Any sports related photos, includes action and non-action p hotos.) 
Class 50: Panoramic (Photos must be mounted on 7" x 20" foam core that is at least 1 / 8" thick.) 
201710WA STATE FAIR 
2018 THEME CLASS 
MUSIC 
Next year's assignment is about learning how to feel. It is also about learn ing 
how to become emotionally connected with your main subject. Music and 
photography have always had a number of things in common. Both can 
evoke feelings and emotional responses from the listener and the viewer. 
Just as a rea lly great song can take us back to a wonderful time and place in 
our lives, a really great photograph can also have the same effects on us. NOTHING 
COMPARES 
Many of the greatest photographers in history were also musicians. 
Ansel Adams, w ho was also a concert pianist, is probably one of the 
most famous photographers ever. 
• •• •• •• •••••• ••• •••• •• •••••••• ••••• 
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Music has always played a very important role in our lives. Think back to the last time that you were 
at home editing your own photographs. I would venture to guess that the large majority of you were 
listening to some of your favorite songs and music whi le you were editing your photographs. 
To help with your assignment, I have some 
things that I want you to try. First, focus on just 
one class. Second, pick out some of your favorite 
music and listen to it while you are out taking 
photos. Try listening to several different types of 
music to see how they can affect your mood and 
your phot os. Third, go by yourself. Again, the 
goal is for you to learn how to feel and become 
emotionally connected to your main subject. 
"Great photography is about depth of feeling, 
not depth of field:'- Peter Adams 
The main subject of your photograph in the 
theme class next year must be music related in 
some shape, form, or fashion. Because you will have had an entire year to perfect your ski lls, the photos in 
the theme class will be judged to a much higher standard. 
Keep in mind that you will still need to focus on creating an 1mage that has a great composition and a clearly 
defined main subject. If the judges cannot figure out what your main subject is, it is 'Out of the Show: 
Your photographs shou ld also excite and inspire the other photographers and visitors at next year's Iowa 
State Fair. More importantly, your images must also excite and inspire next year's three judges. You have 
to make them wish t hat they were the photographer. If you do this, I can guarantee that your photographs 
will be on display next year. 
Again, always remember to focus on the art of photography. At the Iowa State Fair, we are looking for 
photographs NOT snapshots. A photograph is so much harder to create than a snapshot. It takes time, 
thought, creativity, and planning to create. A really great photograph is actually created in the mind of the 
photographer well before the shutter is ever released. At the end of the day, your goal and/or mission is 
to, "Show us the world as we have never seen it before!" 
Charley W. Starnes, Superintendent 
Iowa State Fair Photography Salon 
NOTE: Entry Forms will be online at www.iowastatefair.org/ premiumbooks by April 1, 2018. 
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Linn Area Photo Club 
Cedar Rapids & Surroundmg Commumlles 
http:/ /Lin nAreaPhotoCI u b. org 
ROGUE. 
photographic design 
Santa Cruz, CaliforniH Professional White Balance Filter 
114 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR 
Proud to Sponsor 
#Best of Color" 
"Experience the Award Winning Difference!" 
With over 30 years of experience in the photography industry, we know you have come to 
expect nothing but the best from us. With our "Fine Art Color and True Black and White" 
printing service, your prints will have the brightest colors and your black and whites will 
actually be black and white! 
Let us show you the University Photo difference. We are giving you 25% OFF when you 
order from the "Fine Art Color and True Black and White" catalog. Simply go to our website 
- www.universityphoto.biz - download the ROES Retail ordering tool and use the coupon 
code: "StateFair2017" when you place your order. 
Environmentally Friendly Printing 
With the advancement of technology and the switch from wet 
processing to dry processing, printing your photographs is now more 
environmentally friendly. With no more chemicals to dispose of, you 
can print your photos with less impact on the environment. 
Environmentally friendly also means more paper options. With dry printing, there is a 
variety of paper types to choose from. With such a range of paper types we offer you 
the chance to take your photo from ordinary to extraordinary. Contact us today for 
information on available paper types. 
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BASIC EXCURSIONS DINNER DESSERT 
PICNIC TROLLEY CHAR1'ERS AVAILABU 
VISft THE JAMES H. ANDREW MUSEUM 
WWW.BSVRR.COM 800·626·0319 
225 1OTH STREET IN BOONE, IOWA 
Buy. Sell. Trade. 
Cameras • Rental • A ccessories 
Cla sses • Used • Photofinishing 
SINCE 1914 
National Camera Exchm1ge 
• capture • create inspire 
na1cam.com I '!I 1l ® ~ 
Golden Valley I Burnsville I Edina I Roseville 
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H.B. Leiserowitz Company 
SERV IN G OUR CUSTOMERS SI NCE 1895 
Congratulations to all Iowa State Fair Entrants! 
We carry everything you need. 
Canon Pocket Wizard Manfrotto 
Nikon SanDisk (anson Paper 
Epson IIford Tokina 
Tam ron Tam rae B Plus W 
Pelican Lexar Tiffen 
(Yes, we still se ll film and darkroom supplies.) 
213 13th Street, Des Moines 
515-244-5195 or toll free 877-368-2080 
ema1l hble1ser@netins.net 
www.leiserowitz.com 
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The Iowa State Fair is a celebration of all things Iowa including its most popular exhibit, the Photography Salon. Each year, 
thousands of photographers enter more than 3,600 photographs to compete at the Iowa State Fair. 
From Black & White to Color- each class and category showcases unique photos worthy of a blue ribbon. For more than 160 
years the Iowa State Fair has grown, reflecting the development and growth of our great state. What will the next 160 years 
hold? 
The Blue Ribbon Foundation has been a key component of the Iowa State Fair since 1993. In celebration of our anniversary, 
we are hosting a 25th Anniversary Campaign. The purpose of the campaign is to honor our history while creating awareness 
about our mission for the future. The proceeds of this campaign will be dedicated to Our Fair's Future, the 
Blue Ribbon Foundation's endowment fund. 
As the endowment grows, it will provide a reliable source of funding for future renovations, building enhancements and 
maintenance to the Fairgrounds, ensuring the Fair will be a grand tradition for generations to come. Join the Foundation and 
the growing base of donors in our charge to renovate and preserve the historic Iowa State Fairgrounds. 
The Iowa State Fair is a tradition any Iowan can be proud of, and the Blue Ribbon Foundation is dedicated to continuing that 
. legacy. We invite you to join a community of generosity and become even more involved with the Fair you know and love. 
IOWA STATE FAIR 
BLUE RIBBON 
FOUNDATION 
For More Information: Iowa State Fair Blue Ribbon Foundation 
P.O. Box 57130 I Des Moines, lA 50317 
lnfo@BiueRibbonFoundat ion.org I www.BiueRibbonFoundation.org 
(515) 262-31 11 Ext. 371 
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ADULT EXHIBITORS 
The number in parentheses indicates the number of photos that each Adult Exhibitor has on display. 
The number of asterisks indicates the number of awards they received. Names that are bolded received the 
Superintendent's Merit Award for Photographic Excellence for having all four of their photos accepted for 
display. Of the 1,064 photographers who entered, only 2 (.2%) photographers received this award. 
1. Abbitt, Shane- Ankeny, lA (3) '"' 40. Brus, Morgan -Waverly, lA (1) 
2. Abeling, Brian - West Des Moines, lA (2) ** 41 . Buffard, Valerie- Amana, lA (1) 
3. Abeling, Wil - West Des Moines, lA (2) * 42. Bu man, Robert - Breda, lA ( 1) 
4. Abrahamson, Janet- Centerville, lA (1) 43. Burger, Robert - Branford, CT (1) * 
5. Abrahamson, Rich- Ames, lA (3) 44. Burmeister, Dave - Logan, lA (1) 
6. Adam, Penny - Ames, lA (1) 45. Burnham, Scott - Adel, lA (1) 
7. Adams, Jenny - Johnston, lA (1) 46. Burson, Eric - Des Moines, lA (1) * 
8. A It, Nancy - Ames, lA (1) 47. Byerly, Nathaniel - Ankeny, lA (1) 
9. Amfahr, Mike- Des Moines, lA (3) * 48. Byers, J.- Minburn, lA (1) 
10. Anderson, Evelyn - Ankeny, lA (1) 49. Callison, Brenda - Afton, lA (2) 
11 . Anderson, John - Johnston, lA (1) 50. Callison, Michael - Urbandale, lA (3) 
12. Armentrout, Jill - Des Moines, lA (1) 51. Campbell, Isaac - Ottumwa, lA (1) 
13. Baldwin, Erin - Des Moines, lA (1) 52. Campney, Ben - Des Moines, lA (2) 
14. Bales, Dale - Indianola, lA {1) 53. Cantrell, Eric - Des Moines, lA (2) ** 
15. Bannon, Robert - Montgomery, IL (3) 54. Canty, Linda J.- Springfield, MA (1) 
16. Barnhart, James W.- Des Moines, lA (2) 55. Carabi llo, Laura - Ames, lA (2) 
17. Barsetti, Joseph - West Des Moines, lA (1) 56. Carlyle, Angie - Denison, lA (1) 
18. Barton, Katherine- Ankeny, lA (1) 57. Carroll, Theresa J. - Signal Hill, CA (1) * 
19. Bates, Debbie - Greenfield, lA (3) ~ 58. Carter, Teresa - Des Moines, lA (1) * 
20. Becker, Ellen - West Des Moines, lA (1) 59. Case, Bill - Iowa C1ty, lA (2) * 
21. Becker, Sarah -Grimes, lA (2) * 60. Chamberlain, Kelly - West Des Moines, lA (2) n 
22. Becker, Tamara - Mount Pleasant, lA (2) * 61. Clamon, Cheryll - Iowa City, lA (2) 
23. Beecher, Mark - Box Elder, SD (2) * 62. Coffman, Jessie - Granger, lA (1) 
24. Bell, Sheryleen - Urbandale, lA (1) 63. Coffman, Stephanie- Granger, lA (3) * 
25. Bennett, Christopher - Boone, lA (1) 64. Colby, Vicki - Clive, lA (1) 
26. Beron, Eric- Urbandale, lA (2) ** 65. Collins, Karen - Des Moines, lA (2) * 
27. Biggs, Travis- Cedar Falls, lA (1) * 66. Cook, Ronald - Polk City, lA (1) 
28. Binder, Dianne - Spencer, lA (2) 67. Coons, Becky - Grimes, lA (1) 
29. Bingham, Shannon - Omaha, NE (1) 68. Corbett, Dave - Des Moines, lA (1) 
30. Blink, Peter- Newton, lA (1) 69. Corcoran, Jeff - Des Moines, lA (2) 
31. Blink, Robert - West Des Moines, lA (2) 70. Cory, Melissa - Altoona, lA (1) 
32. Bowers, LaVerne- Ames, lA (1) 71. Countryman, Joe - Des Moines, lA (1) * 
33. Bradley, Karen -Cedar Rapids, lA (2) 72. Cox, Mike - Knoxville, lA (1) 
34. Bradwell, Jason - Des Moines, lA (2) 73. Crall, Eric - Des Moines, lA (2) 
35. Brchan, Rodene - Lincoln, NE (2) X-)( 74. Crawford, Bethany - Des Moines, lA (1) 
36. Breckenridge, James- Monroe, lA (1) 75. Dale, Katharine - Lisbon, lA (1) 
37. Brown, Amanda - Des Moines, lA (1) 76. Darnielle, Barbara - Des Moines, lA (1) * 
38. Brown, David - Des Moines, lA (1) 77. Darnielle, Diane - Des Moines, lA (1) 
39. Brown, Nathania I - Boone, lA (1) 78. Delaney, Ann - Mount Pleasant, lA (1) ._ 
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79. DePenning, Rod- Newton, lA (3) * 
80. DePue, Ken - Grimes, lA (4} *** 
81. Dermody, Terri - Des Moines, lA (3) * 
82. Derong, Nicole- Des Moines, lA (2) 
83. Doerring, Amy- Newton, lA (3) * 
84. Domsic, Robert- Iowa City, lA (1) 
85. Donelson, John - Iowa City, lA (2) 
86. Doran Ciokaj lo, Jennifer- Highland Park, IL (1) 
87. Duprey, Gene- Rowlett, TX (1) 
88. Earles, Barb A.- Urbandale, lA (3) *** 
89. Eastland, John- Cedar Falls, lA (2) 
90. Egeland, Alex- Des Moines, lA (1) 
91. Elvendahl, Haylee- Oskaloosa, lA (3) 
92. Emerson, Jim- Urbandale, lA (1) 
93. Engle, Sarah -Scranton, lA (1) 
94. Erickson, Jolene - Jewell, lA (2) 
9S. Evans, Ann - Colo, lA (1) 
96. Evans, Katie- Des Moines, lA (1) 
97. Ewoldt, Christian- Ankeny, lA (1) * 
98. Fairbairn, Scott- Prairie City, lA (2) 
99. Feldhans, Roger - Pomeroy, lA (1) 
100. Fell, Cynthia- Ames, lA (1) 
101. Fengler, Veronika- Creston, lA (1) 
1 02. Fick, Cindy - Mitchellville, lA (1) 
1 03. Fiene, Duane W. - Des Moines, lA (1) 
104. Fillmore, Allyson- Montezuma, lA (1) 
1 OS. Fiscus, Jacob- Carroll, lA (2) * 
1 06. Fleagle, Steve- Coralville, lA (1) 
107. Floren, Jason- West Des Moines, lA (2) 
108. Flynn, Tammy- Dubuque, lA (1) 
109. Fogle, Kim- Lincoln, NE (2) ** 
110. Fort, Jason - Cedar Falls, lA (2) 
111. Foster, Patricia- Urbandale, lA (2) * 
1 1 2. Franks, Robert- Pleasant Hill, lA (1) * 
113. Freed, Jann - Des Moines, lA (1) 
114. Fudge, Deidre- West Des Moines, lA (2) 
115. Fuller, Bret- Roxborough, CO (1) 
116. Furlong, Judd - Des Moines, lA (1) 
117. Gamble, Tim - Cedar Falls, lA (1) 
118. Gander, Craig - Ames, lA (3) * 
119. Gehm, Kyla - Johnston, lA (1) 
120. George, Mark - Marshalltown, lA (3) 
121. Giese, David - Marshalltown, lA (1) 
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122. Giese, John -Carlis le, lA (2) """ 
123. Gilds, Larry- Cedar Rapids, lA (2) * 
124. Gillespie, Robert - Sioux City, lA (1) 
125. Gindt, Alexander - Ames, lA (1) * 
126. Gladden, Michelle- North Liberty, lA (1) 
127. Godbersen, Leah - Arthur, lA (1) 
128. Godfrey, Chad - Lee's Summit, MO (1) 
129. Goedken, Jane- Urbandale, lA (2) 
130. Goldstein, Bennet - Dubuque, lA (1) * 
131. Good, Mary Ann- Cumming, lA (1) * 
132. Grace, Jim- Albany, MO (3) ** 
133. Graeve, Mark- Omaha, NE (1) 
134. Grandquist, Nick- Des Moines, lA (1) 
135. Grant, Warren -Grinnell, lA (1) 
136. Greiner, Michael- Dakota Dunes, SO (3) ** 
137. Griggs, Cyn- Urbandale, lA (1) 
138. Grillo, Paul- Parkersburg, lA (3) * 
139. Gripp, Rick- Creston, lA (1) 
140. Gromko, Mark- Iowa City, lA (3) ** 
141. Grover, Tim - Pleasant Hill, lA (1) 
142. Guthrie, Don - Fort Dodge, lA (2) 
143. Haaland, Amy- West Des Moines, lA (1) 
144. Habel, Julie- Luxemburg, lA (1) 
145. Hagen, Thomas- Plymouth, MN (1) 
146. Haigh, Christopher- Des Moines, lA (2) 
147. Hanika, Kathleen M. - Urbandale, lA (1) 
148. Hansen, Stephanie- Perry, lA (1) 
149. Harrison, Jeff- Urbandale, lA (1) 
150. Hartung, Bob- Bettendorf, lA (1) * 
151. Hartwig, Celine- Iowa City, lA (2) 
152. Havens, Dan- Des Moines, lA (2) * 
153. Headley, Larry- Elkhorn, NE (3) * 
154. Hegwood, Alayna- Pella, lA (1) 
155. Hemmingsen, Emily - Ankeny, lA (1) 
156. Henderson, Don - Zearing, lA (1) 
157. Henn, Rose- Des Moines, lA (2) 
1 58. Henry, Marla -Cedar Rapids, lA (2) " 
159. Herr, Patricia- Sigourney, lA (2) · 
160. Hiatt, Michael - Des Moines, lA (3) _,.. 
161. Hoard, Gary- Madrid, lA (3) ~· 
162. Hoard, Kathleen - Madrid, lA (1) 
163. Hoeger, Christine- Marion, lA (1) 
164. Hoeger, Doug - Marion, lA (3) * 
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165. Hoffman, Chelsea- Des Moines, lA (1) 208. Larson Hyzer, Terri - West Des Moines, lA (2) 
166. Holdren, Terry - Cumming, lA (1) 209. Last, Pamela S.- West Des Moines, lA (1) 
167. Holland, James- Indianola, lA (1) 210. Lawson, Janie - Clive, lA (2) 
168. Holliday, Sheri- Winterset, lA (1) 211. LeClere, Kari -Clive, lA (1) 
169. Hosch, Paul -Cedar Rapids, lA (2) 212. Lemmo, Anthony- Des Moines, lA (2) 
170. Hovey, Sarah - Monticello, lA (1) 213. Lemons, Jon - Des Moines, lA (1) 
171. Howard, Ken - Pella, lA (1) 214. Livingston, Brandi - Pleasantville, lA (1) * 
172. Howells, Jack - Ankeny, lA (3) 215. Lohner, Jay - Des Moines, lA (1) * 
173. Hrubes, Sharon- Lehigh, lA (2) 216. Long, Ashley - Johnston, lA (1) 
174. Huffaker, Walt - Marshalltown, lA (2) 217. Long, Krista - Des Moines, lA (3) ** 
175. Huggins, Bryan - Des Moines, lA (1) 218. Looney, Mark - Ames, lA (1) 
176. Hulst, Earl - Urbandale, lA (1) 219. Lopez, Richard - Ames, lA (2) 
177. I wig, Mark - Johnston, lA (1) 220. Lounsbury, Lee - West Des Moines, lA (3) 
178. Jackson, Emily - Norwalk, lA (1) 221. Loving, Kerry - Carlisle, lA (1) 
179. Janke, Ellen - Ames, lA (2) * 222. Low, Scott- Des Moines, lA (2) * 
180. Jeffrey, Rachel - Colorado Springs, CO (1) 223. Lowenberg, Rae - Marion, lA (1) 
181. Jensen, Tim - Missouri Valley, lA (2) * 224. Lowry, Diane Michaud -Ames, lA (3) * 
182. Jewell, Jennifer - Des Moines, lA (3) 225. Lynch, Wyeth - Sioux Falls, SD (1) 
183. Johnson, Dawn - Indianola, lA (1) * 226. Maddock, Maddison - Des Moines, lA (1) 
184. Johnson, Marilyn - Bedford, lA (2) ** 227. Ma lmberg, Heather - Perry, lA (1) 
185. Jones, Michelle - Afton, lA (3) 228. Mandil, Mohsina - Windsor Heights, lA (1) 
186. Joy, Allen - Des Moines, lA (1) 229. Marti, Michael - Story City, lA (2) 
187. Juhl, Jennie - Bondu rant, lA (1) 230. Martin, Jeremiah - Des Moines, lA (1) 
188. Kacmarynski, Pam - Urbandale, lA (2) * 231 . Matheny, Tim - Des Moines, lA (1) 
189. Kain, Travis - Grimes, lA (1) 232. Maxheim, Paula - Des Moines, lA (1) 
190. Ka iser, Josh - Urbandale, lA (3) ** 233. Maxson, Leon -Creston, lA (1) 
191. Kashyap, Sudhanva- Ames, lA (1) * 234. May, Ashley - Pleasant Hil l, lA (1) 
192. Kephart, Kyle- Carlisle, lA (2) * 235. May, Jennifer - Pleasant Hill, lA (2) 
193. Kerr, Elizabeth - Oelwein, lA (1) * 236. McAdam, Tim - Fairfax, lA (3) * 
194. Kimberley, Diane - Urbandale, lA (2) 237. McBreen, Barb - Cambridge, lA (1) 
195. King, Larry - Spencer, lA (2) 238. McClanahan, Mary - Stewartsville, MO (2) -
196. King, Russell - Indianola, lA (1) 239. McCracken, Cheryl - Des Moines, lA (1) 
197. Kintzer, Cortney- West Des Moines, lA (1) 240. McCubbin, Rick - West Des Moines, lA (1) 
198. Klemme, Bob - Cedar Rapids, lA (3) 241. McCue, Craig- Urbandale, lA (2) * 
199. Knapp, Evan - Richardson, TX (2) * 242. McCurdy, Sandy - Bridgewater, lA (1) 
200. Krause, Jenna - Johnston, lA (2) 243. McDonald, Nikolyn - Papillion, NE {4) *** 
201. Kruse, Terry- Clive, lA (1) 244. McDowell, Pam - Ames, lA (1) * 
202. Kudic, Mirza - Des Moines, lA (3) 245. McGhee, Jr., George - Fort Dodge, lA (1) 
203. Kurth, Allen - Bellevue, NE (3) * 246. McGraw, Barb - Ankeny, lA (2) 
204. Kutz, Keith - Fort Dodge, lA (2) * 247. Mcintyre, Val - Polk City, lA (1) 
205. Kuyper, K1p - Johnston, lA (2) 248. McKinney, Marilyn - West Des Moines, lA (1) 
206. Lande, Jackson- Ankeny, lA (1) 249. McVey, Kirk- West Des Moines, lA (2) * 
207. Langhus, Grant- Monona, lA (2) 250. Meier, Josh -Tipton, lA (1) 
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251. Messer, Jennifer - Norwalk, lA (2) * 
252. Meyer, Ron - Cedar Rapids, lA (1) * 
253. Mick, Dianna J. - Marshalltown, lA (1) 
254. Mikkelsen, Shandy- West Des Moines, lA (1) 
25S. Miles, Jr., Ron - Clear Lake, lA (2) * 
256. Miller, Chuck- Green Island, NY (2) * 
257. Miller, Shari - Polk City, lA (2) ** 
258. Mitchell, Adrian - Des Moines, lA (1) 
259. Mod, Sam - Ankeny, lA (1) 
260. Mohr, Amanda- West Des Moines, lA (1) * 
261. Moon, Todd - Waterloo, lA (1) 
262. Moser, Dawn - Garber, lA (1) 
263. Mott, Ryan -Clive, lA (2) * 
264. Mucha, Carylann - Urbandale, lA (1) 
265. Mueggenberg, Amy - Marion, lA (3) * 
266. Murl, Rusty - Indianola, lA (3) * 
267. Musgrave, Jon - Johnston, lA (2) * 
268. Nahas, Debbie - West Des Moines, lA (1) * 
269. Nandell, Connor - Johnston, lA (1) 
270. Nelson, Stephanie- Lee's Summit, MO (1) 
271. Neugent, Mary Louise- Des Moines, lA (2) 
272. Newcomb, Crystal -Grimes, lA (1) * 
273. Nielsen, Kelly - Bayard, lA (2) 
274. Norpel, Angela - Mesa, AZ (1) 
275. Oakley, Jeff - Audubon, lA (2) * 
276. Oelke, Lisa - Van Meter, lA (1) * 
277. Olson, AnneS.- Muscatine, lA (2) 
278. Olson, Pamela - Cedar Rapids, lA (2) 
279. Olson, Ryno W. - Muscatine, lA (1) 
280. Oswald, Kelsey - Des Moines, lA (1) 
281. Paschell, Devita - Norwalk, lA (1) 
282. Pearson Ferguson, Charlene - Otho, lA (2) ** 
283. Pephirom, Sack- Des Moines, lA (1) * 
284. Persinger, Harlen - Grundy Center, lA (1) 
285. Peterson, Jim - Jewell, lA (2) 
286. Phillips, Benjamin - Ogden, lA (1) 
287. Pierantoni, Maddie- Dripping Springs, TX (1) 
288. Playle, David- Des Moines, lA (2) * 
289. Powell, Sharon- Urbandale, lA (1) 
290. Powers, Cullen - Des Moines, lA (1) 
291. Powers, Evan- Des Moines, lA (1) 
292. Provenzano, Joseph - Knoxville, lA (2) 
293. Punelli, Greg - Des Moines, lA (2) * 
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294. Purtill, Matthew - Ankeny, lA (3) 
295. Rahto, Robert - Bondurant, lA (3) * 
296. Ranch, Jerry - West Des Moines, lA (2) * 
297. Rayburn, Sheila - Clive, lA (2) 
298. Reedy, Regina- Eagle Grove, lA (1) 
299. Reschly, Brent - Marshalltown, lA (1) 
300. Rider, Aaron M. - Webster City, lA (1) * 
301. Rider, Ch ristina - Webster City, lA (1) * 
302. Riedemann, Trevor - Ankeny, lA (2) * 
303. Riggs, Michael - West Des Moines, lA (1) 
304. Ritland, Rachel - Radcliffe, lA (2) ** 
305. Robbins, Christine- North Liberty, lA (2) 
306. Rodriguez, Shannon- Pleasant Hill, lA (1) * 
307. Roeder, Phil - Des Moines, lA (3) 
308. Rogers, Justin - West Des Moines, lA (3) ** 
309. Root, Cynthia - Atkins, lA (1) 
310. Rossi, Angelo- Des Moines, lA (1) 
31 1. Rothfus, Gary- Carlisle, lA (2) ·* 
31 2. Rowe, Suzie- Gladbrook, lA (1) * 
313. Ruble, John- West Des Moines, lA (1) 
314. Ruble, Linda- West Des Moines, lA (2) 
31 5. Rude, Bob- Coralvi lle, lA (3) 
316. Ruffcorn, Alisha - North Liberty, lA (1) 
317. Ryan, John- Des Moines, lA (3) * 
318. Ryan, Kristi- West Des Moines, lA (1) 
319. Safris, Lynn -Johnston, lA (1) * 
320. Sayles, Evan- Waukee, lA (2) * 
321. Scarff, Sharon- Wayland, lA (1) * 
322. Scharfenkamp, Kim- Mount Ayr, lA (1) 
323. Schons, Sherry- Marion, lA (1) 
324. Schwiesow, Stephen- Council Bluffs, lA (3) 
325. Scobee, Sara- Nashua, lA (1) 
326. Seliger, Derek - Dubuque, lA (1) 
327. Shade, Kyle- Pella, lA (3) * 
328. Shane-Nichols, Amy- Colo, lA (1) 
329. Sharp, Barry- Solon, lA (1) 
330. Sharp, Willard- Madrid, lA (1) 
331. Shaull, Kenneth - North Liberty, lA (1) 
332. Shives, Craig- Clive, lA (1) 
333. Shomng, Deb- West Des Moines, lA (3) · 
334. Siems, Ed -Marshalltown, lA (1) 
335. Sleeuwenhoek, Karen -Grinnell, lA (1) 
336. Smith, David - New London, lA (1) 
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337. Smith-Lane, Meredith- Fort Dodge, lA (2) 
338. Spence, Teri - Omaha, NE (2) 
339. Spradling, Bree Onna - Patterson, lA (2) ~ 
340. Staff, Katie - Alden, lA (2) * 
341. Stalder, Sam- Huxley, lA (1) 
342. Steenson, Anna - Des Moines, lA (2) * 
343. Stephenson, Joleen - Des Moines, lA (1) 
344. Stone, Virginia- Waukee, lA (1) 
345. Stonewall, Jacklin - Ames, lA (1) * 
346. Stotts, Kelley - Urbandale, lA (2) 
347. Strandskov, Krister- Des Moines, lA (1) * 
348. Strosahl, Scott- Ames, lA (1) 
349. Suiter, Chad - Johnston, lA (1) 
350. Suiter, Elliot - Johnston, lA (1) 
351. Sutton, Sheila - Afton, lA (1) 
352. Swartzendruber, Darren - Anamosa, lA (3) 
353. Taber, Jennifer - Memphis, TN (2) * 
354. Teeter, Dean - Urbandale, lA (3) ** 
355. Teig, Sandy - Jewell, lA (1) 
356. Terpstra, Sharon - North Liberty, lA (3) 
357. Thayer, Diane- Iowa City, lA (2) 
358. Thilges, Paul- Urbandale, lA (1) 
359. Thomas, Shane- Grimes, lA (2) * 
360. Thomas-Crowley, Teresa - Clare, lA (1) 
361. Thompson, Ben - Des Moines, lA (1) 
362. Thompson, Kenneth -San Angelo, TX (3) * 
363. Thompson, Robert - Urbandale, lA (1) 
364. Thompson, Steven- Cedar Rapids, lA (2) 
365. Thompson, Susie - Urbandale, lA (1) 
366. Thomson, Erika- Des Moines, lA (1) 
367. Tindall, Jessie - Urbandale, lA (1) 
368. Tomes, Dwight - Grimes, lA (2) * 
369. Torno Fashimpaur, Karen - Cedar Rapids, lA (1) 
370. Towne, Tedra - Boone, lA (1) 
371. Townsend, Courtney- Des Moines, lA (1) 
372. Toy, Trevor - Homestead, lA (1) * 
373. Trager, Larry - Grimes, lA (3) ** 
374. Traver, Dean- Mount Vernon, lA (2) 
375. Tschetter, Leisha - Pella, lA (1) 
376. Vaclav II, Michael - Ames, lA (1) 
377. Valentine, Jody- Windsor Heights, lA (2) 
378. Van Oort, Terry- Ankeny, lA (3) h 
379. Van Winkle, James - Muscatine, lA (1) 
380. VanZee, Meena - Altoona, lA (1) 
381. Vaske, Brooklyn - West Des Momes, lA (1) 
382. Veenstra, Jennifer- Pella, lA (1) 
383. Veldhuizen Stealy, Sara - Oskaloosa, lA (1) 
384. Vernon, Ryan - West Des Moines, lA (3) 
385. Villegas, Jesus- Chicago, IL (1) 
386. Vogel, Katharine - Marshalltown, lA (3) ** 
387. Walsh, Michael - Sioux City, lA (1) 
388. Ware, Tess - Waterloo, lA (3) *** 
389. Warren, Rebecca - Ankeny, lA (3) 
390. Watson, Mark - Traer, lA (1) 
391. Watts, Jenna - North Liberty, lA ( 1) 
392. Webber, Brandi - Ankeny, lA (1) 
393. Weber, Kelly- West Des Moines, lA (1)"'" 
394. Weber, Leon - Madrid, lA (1) 
395. Weeber, Steve - Iowa City, lA (2) 
396. Weiss, Rodney - Eldridge, lA (1) 
397. Wells, Chris - Iowa City, lA (1) 
398. Westergaard, Neal - Des Moines, lA (1) 
399. Weston, Dee - Papillion, NE (2) 
400. Wheeler, Vance - Altoona, lA (1) 
401. White, Jason - Des Moines, lA (1) 
402. Wilcox-Conley, Kyra - Slater, lA {1) 
403. Wilken, Jayme - Huxley, lA (1) 
404. Williamson, Eric - Des Moines, lA (3) * 
405. Wilson, Jamie - Chariton, lA (1) 
406. Witmer, Mark - Vinton, lA (1) 
407. Wood, Bob - Fort Dodge, lA {1) 
408. Wright, Elizabeth - Des Moines, lA (1) 
409. Yoder, Wilford - Iowa City, lA (3) 
410. Young, Christina - Indianola, lA (1) * 
411 . Zegher, Diego - Clermont, FL (2) 
412. Zeller, John - Des Moines, lA (1) * 
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